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Standards Alignment
Subject area instruction needs to 
be based on skills, concepts, and 
processes represented by common 
standards for that subject area.

◆  Textbook content and skills aligned with 
national standards and state grade-level or 
course-speci� c content standards, where 
available

Matlock, L., Fielder, K., & Walsh, D. (2001). Building the foundation 
for standards-based instruction for all students. Teaching 
Exceptional Children, 33(5), 68–72.

Miller, S. P., & Mercer, C. D. (1997). Educational aspects of 
mathematics disabilities. Journal of Learning Disabilities, 30(1), 
47–56.

Reys, R., Reys, B., Lapan, R., Holliday, G. & Wasman, D. (2003). 
Assessing the impact of standards-based middle grades 
mathematics curriculum materials on student achievement. 
Journal of Research in Mathematics Education, 34(1), 74–95.

Readability
Many students struggle to learn 
from core content-area textbooks 
that are written too high above their 
reading level. Students need access 
to textbooks written at a level they 
can read and understand, where the 
reading level is within the students’ 
range of comprehension.

◆  Grade 4.0 or lower readability using the 
Spache formula

◆  Controlled vocabulary matched to student 
reading ability and use of synonyms to 
replace non-essential di�  cult words above 
grade 4

◆  Simple sentence structures
◆  Limited sentence length

Allington, R. L. (2002). You can’t learn much from books you 
can’t read. Educational Leadership, 60(3), 16–19.

Chall, J. S., & Conard, S. S. (1991). Should textbooks challenge 
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Teachers College Press. 
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Language Complexity and Sequence
Students struggling with vocabulary 
and text comprehension need 
textbooks with accessible language.

◆  Simple, direct language using an active voice
◆  Clear organization to facilitate understanding
◆  Explicit language signals to show sequence of 

and links between concepts and ideas
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Vocabulary Use and Development
Students need content-related 
vocabulary instruction in the 
context of readable and meaningful 
text.

◆  New vocabulary boldfaced on � rst 
occurrence, used in context, and de� ned 
in a sidebar

◆  Glossary with pronunciation, de� nition, 
and relevant graphic illustrations for all 
vocabulary words

◆  Direct vocabulary instruction introduced 
in the Teacher’s Edition and reinforced in 
context throughout

◆  Multiple exposures to new vocabulary in 
text and practice exercises
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Text Organization: Presentation and Structure
Students need an uncluttered page 
layout, with easy-to-read print, 
that clearly directs the reader to 
main ideas, important information, 
examples, and comprehensive 
practice and review.

Reading comprehension is improved 
by structural features in the text that 
make it easier for learners to access 
the content.

Print characteristics and page layout:
◆  Serif font for body copy; sans serif font for 

boxed features, examples
◆  Maximum line length of 5" for ease of reading
◆  Unjusti� ed (ragged) right margins
◆  Major/minor column page design presents 

primary instructional information in the 
major column and support content in the 
sidebar or in a box

Presentation characteristics:
◆  Lesson introductions, summaries
◆  Explicit lesson titles, headings, and 

subheadings label and organize main ideas
◆  Signals alert readers to important 

information, content connections, 
illustrations, graphics

◆  Cues (e.g., boldface type) highlight important 
information

Text structure:
◆  Lesson heads in question or statement format 

guide comprehension
◆  Text written to explicitly link facts and 

concepts within and across lessons; text 
cohesiveness

◆  Each skill or concept linked to direct practice 
and review
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Differentiated Instruction and Learning Styles
Student learning is more 
successful when tasks are aligned 
with academic skill levels 
and developmental stage, and 
adjustments are made to allow 
students multiple means to engage 
and express their learning strengths 
and styles at appropriate levels of 
challenge and support.

Differentiated instruction allows 
teachers to organize instruction to 
adjust for diverse learning needs 
within a classroom.

Learning activities that capitalize 
on students’ learning styles can 
structure planning for individual 
differences based on multiple 
intelligences theory.

◆  Multiple features, including Learning Styles 
activities, help teachers match assignments 
to students’ abilities and interests

◆  Variety of media to select from—print, 
audio, visual, so� ware

◆  Step-by-step, part-by-part basic content 
and skill-level lessons in the Student and 
Teacher’s Editions

◆  Modi� ed Activities written at a lower reading 
level in the Teacher’s Resource Library

◆  Variety of review materials, activities, 
sidebars, and alternative readings

◆  Multiple assessments—lesson or chapter 
reviews, end-of-chapter tests, cumulative 
midterm/� nal mastery tests, alternative 
assessment items

Learning Styles activities include:
◆  Auditory/Verbal
◆  Body/Kinesthetic
◆   Interpersonal/Group Learning
◆  Logical/Mathematical
◆  Visual/Spatial

ELL/ESL Strategies provide support for students 
who are learning English and lesson content 
concurrently.
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Instructional Design: Lesson Structure and Learner Support Strategies
Instruction that includes the 
components of effective instruction, 
utilizes effective strategies and 
interventions to facilitate student 
learning, and aligns with standards 
improves learning for all students, 
especially diverse learners and 
students who are struggling.

Elements of effective instruction:

Step 1: Introduce the lesson and 
prepare students to learn
Step 2: Provide instruction and 
guided practice
Step 3: Provide opportunities for 
applied practice and generalization

Organizational tools:
Advance organizers
Graphic organizers

Instructional process techniques:
Cooperative learning
Student self-monitoring and 
questioning

Real-life examples
Mnemonics

Step 1: Introduce the lesson and prepare 
students to learn
In the Student Edition:
◆  “How to Use � is Book” feature explicitly 

teaches text organization
◆  Chapter and lesson previews with graphic 

and visual organizers
◆  Goals for Learning
◆  Sidebar notes review skills and important 

facts and information

In the Teacher’s Edition:
◆  Lesson objectives
◆  Explicit 3-Step Teaching Plan begins with 

“Warm-Up Activity” to inform students of 
objectives, connect to previous learning and 
background knowledge, review skills, and 
motivate students to engage in learning

Step 2: Provide instruction and guided practice
In the Student Edition:
◆  Short, manageable lessons break content and 

skills into smaller, step-by-step, part-by-part 
pieces

◆  Systematic presentation of lesson concepts 
and skills

◆  Chapter and lesson headings presented as 
questions or statements

◆  Graphic organizers arrange content visually—
charts, graphs, tables, diagrams, bulleted lists, 
arrows, graphics, mnemonics, illustrations, 
and captions

◆  Models or examples link directly to the 
explanation of the concept

◆  Multiple opportunities for direct practice 
throughout

In the Teacher’s Edition:
◆  3-Step Teaching Plan for each lesson includes 

“Teaching the Lesson” with direct instruction, 
and helps teachers present and clarify lesson 
skills and concepts through guided practice 
and modeling of important ideas

◆  Supplemental strategies and activities, 
including hands-on modeling, transparencies, 
graphic organizers, visual aids, learning styles

Step 3: Provide opportunities for applied 
practice and generalization
In the Student Edition:
◆  Each skill or concept lesson is followed by 

direct practice or review questions
◆  Multiple exercises throughout
◆  Generalization and application activities in 

sidebars and lessons link content to real-life 
applications

◆  Chapter reviews and summaries highlight 
major points
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Instructional Design: Lesson Structure and Learner Support Strategies, continued from previous page
In the Teacher’s Edition:
◆  3-Step Teaching Lesson Plan concludes with 

“Reinforce and Extend” to reinforce, reteach, 
and extend lesson skills and concepts

◆  Unit or chapter projects link and apply unit 
or chapter concepts 

◆  Multiple supplemental/alternative activities 
for individual and group learning and 
problem solving

◆  Career, home, and community application 
exercises

In the Teacher’s Resource Library:
◆  Multiple exercises in Student Workbook and 

reproducibles o� er applications, content 
extensions, additional practice, and 
modi� ed activities at a lower reading level

Skill Track:
◆  Monitors student learning and guides 

teacher feedback to student

Ongoing Assessment and Tracking Student Progress
Textbooks can incorporate features 
to facilitate and support assessment 
of learning, allowing teachers to 
monitor student progress and 
provide information on mastery 
level and the need for instructional 
changes.

Assessment should measure student 
progress on learning goals over 
the course of a lesson, chapter, or 
content-area textbook.

Students and teachers need timely 
and ongoing feedback so instruction 
can focus on specific skill 
development.

◆  Test-taking tips and strategies for students 
who bene� t from explicit strategy instruction

◆  Lesson and chapter reviews check student 
understanding of content

◆  Workbook and reproducible lesson activities 
(Teacher’s Resource Library) o� er additional 
monitoring of student progress

◆  Discussion questions allow teachers to monitor 
student progress toward lesson objectives

◆  Self-Study Guides (Teacher’s Resource Library) 
allow teacher and student to track individual 
assignments and progress

◆  Chapter assessment activities and curriculum-
based assessment items correlate to chapter 
Goals for Learning:

     •  Chapter reviews
     •  End-of-chapter tests
     •  Cumulative Midterm and Final 

mastery tests
     •  Alternative chapter assessments
     •  Skill Track assesses and tracks individual 

student performance by lesson and chapter
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For more information on the scientific 
research base for AGS Globe Textbooks, 
please go to www.agsglobe.com or call 
Customer Service at 1-800-992-0244 to 
request a research report.


